T O SPEAK of the current source criticism of the fourth gospel is to raise questions in three interrelated but distinguishable areas: first, the relation between the fourth gospel and the synoptics; second, recent developmental theories concerning the construction of the fourth gospel, theories which postulate several layers of tradition developing as a process under the hands of a number of writers, from (perhaps) an apostle through an evangelist to final redactor(s); and third, recent attempts to identify and isolate concrete literary sources.
It may similarly be argued that the redaction criticism of the gospel of John takes at least two very distinct forms. As a tool in the hands of a Brown, 10 a Wilkens, 11 or a Schulz, 12 it becomes a method of identifying the traditions in a johannine pericope, the stages of development, a vaguely envisaged source, and/or the manner in which such materials are treated by the evangelist. By contrast, in the hands of a Fortna, redaction criticism is a tool by which one studies the evangelist's handling of a well-defined literary source, for the purpose of establishing his theological bent; but such redaction criticism cannot be utilized until the source has been determined with fine precision.
13
One of Fortna's criticisms of Nicol's 14 source analysis stems from this perspective: Fortna says that Nicol's sources are too vague, too imprecise, to be of great help in the redaction critical enterprise. 15 Ironically, one of the main objections most commonly raised against Fortna's "Signs Gospel" is that in most places it is so precisely delineated as to evoke skepticism concerning at least its details. 16 Fortna has attempted detailed redaction critical studies of the fourth gospel on the basis of his own reconstructed source, 17 but the cogency of his redaction criticism rests entirely on the validity of his source criticism. In any case, his "redaction criticism" is as qualitatively different from the "redaction criticism" of Lindars, 18 let us say, as the redaction criticism of Matthew, on the basis of the two-source hypothesis, differs from the redaction criticism of Mark-indeed, more so, since the form criticism of the fourth gospel is even more problematic than that of Mark. Concomitantly, the source criticism employed by Fortna is very different from that of Brown 19 or even that of Schnackenburg.
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It would be artificial to dichotomize the two approaches absolutely. They constitute a spectrum rather than entirely self-contained entities. At the extremes of the spectrum, the two methods are easily distinguished; and where the methods are easily distinguished, they need to be treated separately. This paper is primarily concerned with the "hard" source criticism which claims to isolate literary sources with some precision; another paper will be required to consider the developmental theories. But having adopted the distinction, it must be admitted that someone like Rudolf Schnackenburg is very hard to place on the spectrum, and could with profit be discussed under both methodological approaches.
Of course, how one labels his literary technique is not very important; what the technique is, what it produces, and how accurate it is, are questions of much more importance. But it is as well to point out that one johannine scholar's source criticism is not necessarily another johannine scholar's source criticism, whether their respective works be assessed methodologically or with respect to their results. This paper is little concerned with the divergent results; but the methodological disarray is more troubling because more fundamental.
21 Indeed, even the theories which propose concrete and isolable literary sources make use of highly diverse methods. Variation in method is not necessarily bad, provided that: (a) the individual method is defensible, and defensibly utilized; (b) the methods are not mutually contradictory; and (c) the results converge. Where these conditions are not found, to speak of "variety of method" becomes a polite way of referring to methodological disarray.
II
Turning to the literary source theories per se, a rapid survey of the most important contributions will serve as the background for closer scrutiny of Fortna's work.
The seminal work behind all modern attempts to reconstruct a literary source, or literary sources, for the fourth gospel, is, of course, the magnum opus of the late Rudolf Bultmann. 22 Fortna's source is a "narrow gospel" in that it includes an introduction, a passion narrative and some resurrection accounts-even though this "gospel" reports none of Jesus'teaching. Teeple's source is also more than a collection of stories, even if it is an even narrower "gospel," not having any resurrection account. Fortna, and apparently Temple, attempt to reconstruct the entire source; the others suggest that much of the source was not included in the FG and is therefore beyond recovery. On the whole, a Jewish-Christian milieu is envisaged; but Becker sees a 0eîoç άνήρ concept and it is unclear what effect this has on the total Sitz he envisages. Schnackenburg is remarkably vague. Bultmann thinks the source is earlier than the synoptics, Temple that it comes from an eyewitness; while Teeple puts it after Jamnia, and Nicol insists that its tradition is later than that behind the synoptics. All but Temple stress that this is primarily a source with miracle stories, and Nicol even includes some johannine material which in its present context is non-miraculous in nature, but which was once miraculous when it lay in the source traditions. By contrast, Temple attempts to minimize the supernatural.
Primary Methodological Tool
This part of the chart is in some ways the most thought provoking. Bultmann used various methods, but primarily stylistic ones, to establish his signs source. Teeple likewise resorts to stylistic criteria; but, because he is writing after the work of Schweizer and Ruckstuhl, his stylistic criteria differ greatly from those of Bultmann. Becker follows Bultmann's general arguments, but, writing in the shadow of Schweizer and Ruckstuhl, virtually discounts stylistic arguments. Nicol and Fortna do not lean on stylistic criteria as their prime method; but they do not agree beyond that. Nicol is a practitioner of form criticism; Fortna of context criticism. Meanwhile Temple is an advocate of content criticism, while Schnackenburg, generally vague, looks for tensions between the alleged source and the work of the redactora mid-point between Fortna's hunt for aporias and Temple's search for diverse ideologies. In other words, not one of these methods is substantially similar to any other. Methodologically speaking, the closest two are perhaps those of Bultmann and Teeple, who represent two of the three multiple source theories in the chart. However, not only are their results quite dissimilar, but the apparent methodological similarity (viz., the primary appeal to stylistic criteria) is a superficial one, since Teeple's contention is that studies previous to his own, including Bultmann's, have chosen the wrong stylistic criteria.
Subsidiary Methods
This needs to be studied along with the material before it and the material after it. Perhaps the main point to observe is that most of the authors listed defend their use of a particular primary method, and overtly relegate other methods to a subsidiary position.
Disallowed Methodological Tools
By and large form criticism receives short shrift. Methodologically speaking, Becker disallows the primary method of Bultmann and Teeple; Teeple disallows several others, since he explicitly eliminates ideological criteria (thus wiping out Temple) and has already disallowed stylistic criteria earlier than his own. 29 2 9 In passing, it is perhaps worth reflecting on the fact that the authors of these seven source critical theories appear, in general, to be convinced of the correctness of their own theory in An optimist might argue at this point that the simple fact that all seven scholars, despite profoundly divergent and even mutually exclusive methods, discern a signs source, is notable evidence for the existence of such a source. But it is difficult to see why this should be so. Indeed, it might be supposed, a priori, that if a scholar wanted to practice the art of source criticism on the fourth gospel, some sort of signs source theory would necessarily be among the first prospects to emerge. Granted that supposition, what is remarkable about the theories of the seven scholars surveyed is the extent to which they disagree both in their methods and their conclusions.
30
Despite the fact that Bultmann's source theory can be seen as the progenitor of the others, it is no longer widely accepted.
31 Of the remaining six, the work of Becker is too short to be very influential. Schnackenburg's reputation will rest on his contribution as a commentator rather than on his success as a source critic, primarily because his source criticism is sufficiently innocuous that it can be discounted by the unconvinced without serious loss. Nicol's form critical approach is praised by Kysar as the most promising; 32 a little more will be said about that at the end of this paper. The book by Temple is so recent that it has only been reviewed in a handful of journals; but initial reactions will in this case turn out as accurate forecasts of mature judgment: i.e., Temple's work depends too much on highly subjective ideological criteria. The Teeple reconstruction will not find wide favor either. It shares proportion to the degree of specificity they attach to their theory. On a scale of one to ten, the higher number reflecting the greater degree of certainty evidenced by the scholar, perhaps Bultmann would earn a 9, Becker a 7 or 8, Schnackenburg a 4 or 5, Nicol a 3, Fortna a 9, Teeple a 9.5, and Temple an 8 or a 9. Obviously, such figures are rough approximations, both because they spring from subjective evaluation, and because the different works vary greatly in character and length. Nevertheless, not only is the spread remarkable, but the highest degree of certainty is claimed by Teeple, Bultmann, Fortna and Temple, three of whom offer unconvincing (and mutually exclusive) multiple source theories. The fourth, Fortna, is criticized most strongly in reviews precisely because he claims to delineate with some precision the entire source document: see, for example, the reviews of Fortna 32 Fourth Evangelist, 37. Kysar admits, however, that Nicol's work "has been only marginally effective"; but he contends that form criticism "is perhaps the [method] which is least successfully employed yet most seductive in its possibilities." The use of such methods is "a fascinating and promising enterprise." most of Fortna's weaknesses, and few of Fortna's strengths. The stylistic criteria are often singularly ill chosen, 33 and in any case they neither guarantee the objectivity of his study (as he seems to think) nor constitute a sufficient basis for source criticism.
Ill
That leaves Fortna, whose work now enjoys the premier sphere in influence among those involved in johannine source criticism. The recent articles whose aim it is to engage in this work tend to accept Fortna's reconstruction as a basic starting point, 34 however much they may disagree with its details. Therefore, it may be worthwhile summarizing some of the objections raised against his work, and offering a few additional ones.
Fortna's most perceptive critic is Barnabas Lindars. In his little book, Behind the Fourth Gospel^5 he faults Fortna for supposing that there could have existed a complete gospel (even if it be a "narrow" gospel) which did not contain any teaching of Jesus; for this stands over against all the evidence that we actually possess. He questions, too, whether a signs source of miracle traditions would be likely to include the call of the disciples at the beginning or the conversation with the Samaritan woman in the middle. Again, Lindars contends that it is highly unlikely that the evangelist incorporated the entire signs source, making it retrievable by simply stripping off the johannine elements. He continues:
Such a wholesale takeover of previous work is not impossible in principle, and indeed Matthew does just this with Mark. But John is on any showing a highly creative writer, so that such an idea is intrinsically improbable from the start.
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Indeed, even Matthew is no scissors-and-paste man, as redaction criticism has amply demonstrated; and the place where he seems to exercise most freedom is, ironically, in the miracle stories. 37 What Lindars regards as the coup de grâce against the idea that the source is recoverable in its entirety from the fourth gospel, is Fortna's decision to include the miraculous catch of fish as the third entry in the signs source; for on any showing, John 21, where the story occurs, was written after the completion of the rest of the gospel, and most likely rests outside the original plan of the gospel. This argument is not quite as conclusive as Lindars thinks: for example, Fortna could hypothesize that John 21 is a designed epilogue to match the prologue, and get around the problem quite neatly. But otherwise the argument will bear some weight.
Lindars offers a few other quite telling criticisms; but these are the most important. The following list offers a number of others, of greater or lesser significance, and not in any particular order. Some, but not all, of these criticisms could be levelled against other source-critical theories as well.
(1) The standard starting point for discovering a signs source in the fourth gospel is the numbering of the first two miracles. This fact, it is thought, indicates that they must have come from a numbered collection of such stories. That is possible, but not demonstrable; for when we inquire why John did not continue his numbering, the reasons are always less than convincing. Fortna, for example, says that John let the numbers stand in the first two cases because the miracle stories occurred at the end of a section; but in all other cases he had to drop the device because the miracle leads into a discourse. 38 Lindars points out that this explanation is scarcely convincing, because "John is quite capable of introducing a parenthetical note between sign and discourse when he wants to (e.g. the notes in 5:9b and 9:14 that the cures were performed on the sabbath, neither of which is assigned to the source by Fortna) . "
39 It is even conceivable that there is some simple explanation for the abandonment of the numbering scheme, such as that there was an unconscious trailing off of the numbers, not unlike the preacher who scruples to warn his audience of his "first" and "second" points, but who is soon expounding his third and fourth without consistently notifying his hearers. Alternatively, if one judges the evangelist to be extremely subtle and concerned to draw gentle attention to the fact that there are seven signs, he may have dropped the hint, and let it go at that for fear of becoming mechanical. Or again, the most recent source critical theory, that of Sidney Temple, uses the same data, the numbering of the first two signs, to argue that these two signs spring from a source separate from the source to which other signs belong. 40 This variety of explanation goes to show that the raw datum, the numbering of the first two signs, may be patient of Fortna's theory, but by no means demands it nor even suggests it particularly strongly. (2) Fortna, following Spitta and Schnackenburg, introduces a further problem to the numbering scheme, when he places the miraculous catch of fish as the third sign in the source because it is explicitly referred to as the third resurrection appearance. 41 This reasoning is not convincing. A moment's glance reveals that in fact this is indeed the third resurrection appearance to the disciples, recorded by John. 42 The inclusion of the number may be happenstance; or it may be designed to prove that the resurrected Jesus appeared more than once or twice; or, more plausibly, it may be designed to tie John 21 in a literary way to the previous chapter where the first two resurrection appearances to the disciples are recorded.
(3) In the one case where we do have reasonably unambiguous evidence for the way John handles his sources-viz. his use of OT quotations-Goodwin has shown how freely he has handled them. 43 We would not be able to reconstruct the OT passages in question from the fourth gospel, if we did not already possess them. If this is the way the fourth evangelist demonstrably handles known sources, what solid counter-evidence do we have to foster the belief that he has handled hypothetical sources in a different fashion? Or, to put the question another way, on what basis do we suppose that we are able to isolate hypothetical sources, when we must admit we could not isolate the demonstrable ones?
(4) A large emphasis is placed by the source critics on the need for consistency in their reconstructions; but it is usually not long before a later critic points out that the resolution of one difficulty has led to the introduction of another. Thus, Schnackenburg faults Wikenhauser's transpositions, Such questions assume an overwhelming importance when one assesses Fortna's work. Fortna's principal approach is to search out aporias and resolve the alleged difficulties. Contextual criticism takes the major role in Fortna's work, but aporias are very tricky things. Indeed, some of them may only be in the mind of the beholder. Much more important, even when a real one exists, it does not necessarily follow that its presence is a sure sign of a source, much less of a recoverable source. This is the same sort of error that J. C. O'Neill, for example, makes in his works on Galatians and Romans.
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There are at least two reasons why aporias must not be presumed to indicate a seam. First of all, an aporia may be unwitting. The number of times a paper such as this is re-read by its author in order to polish it might prove embarrassing; but it would not be surprising if it still contained the odd aporia. Readers of JBL have read enough dissertations to know that even scholars engaged in explicitly structured argument are not exempt from the sin of constructing aporias. 48 An aporia may develop because of a mental lapse; or because the mind races ahead of the pen; or because of a less than logical step, taken quite unwittingly; or because the writer is disturbed at his work. We should not suppose that first century writers were exempt from such contingencies. Fortna is pressing the fourth gospel into an overly consistent mold, especially in this case in which the book is meditative and warmly impressive, not your average doctoral dissertation. Of course, an aporia may indicate a seam: that must not be denied, but it must not be assumedto do so.
The second reason why such an assumption must not be made is because even where an aporia is not unwitting, there may be some factor, other than a source, which has generated it. Of course, Fortna recognizes this. For example, the aporia around the famous conundrum at 4:44 he never entertains as an indication of a source. Instead, he adopts the theory which says that for the evangelist Jesus' πάτρι,ς was Jerusalem. 49 In fact, there are at least eight or nine other major explanations of this passage. 50 One must ask, -in fact, it does nothing of the kind, for all the sayings occur in didactic material which is repeated again and again with slight variation to provide cumulative effect. The nature of the material in Fortna's source does not offer the same opportunity, (b) Where it does offer the same opportunity, as in the case of the introductory formulae to OT quotations, half of which occur in the source and half of which appear outside it, then the same degree of variation occurs in the two sets of places-a fact which Freed and Hunt are forced to assess as "a bit more puzzling." 57 In fact, on this basis they feel it advisable to whittle down Fortna's source. 58 (c) Freed and Hunt note that Bultmann's signs source plus his passion source which, taken together, embrace roughly the same material as Fortna's source, have as few variations as Fortna's source. However, they point out that Bultmann's Offenbarungsreden, his revelatory-discourse source, has variations distributed throughout it, in the same way that the material peculiar to the evangelist does. 59 This they take to be evidence that the Offenbarungsreden is not differentiable from the evangelist's material. But surely one stylistic criterion does not provide an adequate basis for such differentiation. More to the point, most of the material peculiar to the evangelist, in Bultmann's reconstruction, is the evangelist's further didactic exposition of teaching elsewhere put on the lips of the johannine Jesus. In fact, at several points in the fourth gospel it is unclear where the one ends and the other begins. 60 It is therefore only to be expected that the repeated recycling of a handful of themes in both the words on Jesus' lips and in the exposition of the evangelist himself generates stylistic variations in both, (d) Intriguingly, the one extended passage in Fortna's source where there is not simple narrative but some teaching, albeit in quasi-conversational form, is the story of the Samaritan woman. As it turns out, this passage, as we might have expected, presents quite a list of variations; and therefore Freed and Hunt eliminate that too from Fortna's source! 61 The same treatment, for similar reasons, is accorded the story of the miraculous catch offish.
62 Heads I win, tails you lose! (e) Freed and Hunt point out that between 54% and 59% of John's hapax legomena occur in the source, even though that source is only one-fifth the length of the gospel. They contend that this is valuable confirmation of the integrity of the source. Again, it must be insisted that there is an eminently simpler explanation. The didactic material runs over the same subject matter again and again, while the narrative material (i.e. the source) does not enjoy that freedom; and meanwhile only the narrative material needs to concern itself with place names or features essential to the (6) Quite another aspect of the consistency argument is the appeal to the credibility of cumulative evidence. In other words, under this argument it is not the consistency of the flow of the text that is being sought, but the consistency of the direction of the strands of evidence. Cumulative evidence can engender substantial conviction, for it cannot be overthrown by the "weakest link in the chain" argument.
Unfortunately, however, it is open to two attacks. First, wittingly or not, it can be abused by the selection of material which goes into the cumulation. And second, it must be set over against the cumulative counter evidence. An acquaintance, an OT scholar in a British university, wrote and read for a party lark a paper offering a detailed source and redaction critical study of Winnie the Pooh. He built up quite an array of cumulative evidence. The intriguing thing about this exercise was his confession that, after he had read the paper at several parties, and polished it a little, he was tempted to believe it himself. Fortna, quite rightly, appeals from time to time to the cumulative force of his and Nicol, do not encourage the conclusion that they will produce any more satisfying information regarding literary sources. Indeed, if we try to use form criticism in this way, we may become guilty of what Morna D. Hooker calls "using the wrong tool." 69 Efforts at source criticism need not be abandoned. However, if they are to command sustained assent, then they must do at least two things which have been largely overlooked. First, they must utilize highly diverse methods and seek the truth in converging results. Second, source critics must be far more self-critical than they have been to date, for it begins to appear that few areas of biblical scholarly endeavor embrace a greater danger that the scholar will convince himself prematurely of the correctness of his reconstruction, than in the area of source criticism. And if such massive and self-critical effort is put forth, and the results turn out to be equivocal, we will just have to live with them. Who knows? Such effort may in the long run prove definitive. But until it does, a probing agnosticism is the best position to maintain. the pursuit of the source hypotheses are encouraging. That is, the early efforts at redaction criticism on the basis of the signs source hypothesis demonstrate, at least to my satisfaction, that source analysis may provide keys to a number of the forbidden chambers of johannine thought and history." But he says this while demonstrating that there is little consensus in method (methods are in a "shambles," he says) or in content (except for the existence of a signs source); and so the "rich results" found in the redaction criticism of so uncertain a document strike one as in the highest degree ephemeral. "In a word," Kysar goes on to say, "the simpler solutions offered by some may be appealing but they may also be easy detours around the hard and admittedly dangerous work of source analysis." For "admittedly dangerous work," should we rather read "highly speculative enterprise"? Thus, when a few pages later (p. 37), Kysar praises form criticism as the most promising method for delineating the source, a method notoriously slippery when used for such purposes, one can only marvel at his optimism. 69 M. D. Hooker, "On Using the Wrong Tool," Theology 75 (1972) 570-81.
